Also available:
Fundamentals of Contract Management for Ship Construction, Conversion, Repair and Design

A three day In-house training course already presented to more than 100 organizations world-wide. This program is modified to suit the particulars of each sponsoring organization. Contact Fisher Maritime or see website for details.

Since 1976, Fisher Maritime Transportation Counselors, Inc. has provided Contract Solutions and Project Management for more than 100 assignments having project values up to $300,000,000
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Specialists in Closing-Out Delayed/Disputed Projects
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Pre-Contract Solutions and Services

- Contracting Strategies
- Bid Solicitation Strategies
- Identification of Resource Requirements
- Development of Bid Request Packages
- Solicitation of Competitive Bids
- Analysis of Competitive Bids and Qualifications of Bidders
- Contract / Agreement Drafting
- Negotiation Support for Contracts for Ship Construction or Conversion
- Integration of Specifications with Drafted Agreement
- Quality Assurance Reviews of Draft Specifications and Drawings
- Preparation of Contract Management Control and Check Lists

Contract Management and Close-Out

- Oversight of Contract Management and Administrative Correspondence
- Verification of Progress Invoices
- Negotiation of Changes, New Work, Emergent Work and Arisings
- Realistic Schedule Assessments
- Post-Delivery Negotiations
- Contract Close-Out
- Dispute Resolution Strategies
- Contract Mediation Services
- Contract Arbitration Services
- Development of Technical Analyses for Mediation Presentations
- Development and Presentation of Claims in Arbitration or Litigation

Specialists in Closing-Out Delayed/Disputed Projects
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